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Starseeker
"This is a timely and important book on the
relationship of psychoanalysis and music. Its strength
derives from Sapen's command of both fields. Using
psychoanalytic theorists such as Bion, Winnicott,
Loewald, Meltzer, and Rycroft, Sapen maps a rich
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concept of the unconscious as creative process. He
then applies that concept to jazz, with special
attention to the great work of Miles Davis and John
Coltrane. Previous psychoanalytic studies of music
have focussed on classical music. Sapen makes out a
brilliant case for jazz as the musical idiom that offers
the richest possibilities for an art capable of exploring
the dynamics of the unconscious. The book shimmers
with fresh insights, both into psychoanalysis and into
music. A seminal work." -- Walter A. Davis.

In Search of Buddy Bolden
John Coltrane left an indelible mark on the world, but
what was the essence of his achievement that makes
him so prized forty years after his death? What were
the factors that helped Coltrane become who he was?
And what would a John Coltrane look like now--or are
we looking for the wrong signs? In this deftly written,
riveting study, New York Times jazz critic Ben Ratliff
answers these questions and examines the life of
Coltrane, the acclaimed band leader and deeply
spiritual man who changed the face of jazz music.
Ratliff places jazz among other art forms and within
the turbulence of American social history, and he
places Coltrane not just among jazz musicians but
among the greatest American artists.

In Love with Voices
A searing novel about two friends on opposite sides of
the law, from the author of Rust and Bone, "a writer of
immense power" (Peter Straub) On the Canadian side
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of Niagara Falls, life beyond the tourist trade isn't
easy. Locals like Duncan Diggs and Owen Stuckey
have few chances to leave. For Duncan, that means
shift work on a production line. For Owen, it means
pinning it all on a shot at college basketball. But they
should know better; they've been unlucky before. As
boys, they were abducted and abandoned in the
woods. Though they made it out alive, the memory of
that time won't fade. Over the years they drift apart,
but when Duncan is drawn into a chaotic world of
bare-knuckle fighting and other shady dealings,
Owen, now a cop, can't look the other way any longer.
Together, they'll be forced to survive the wilderness
once more as their friendship is pushed to the limit in
Cataract City, a white-hot novel by the rising star
Craig Davidson.

John Prine - Guitar Songbook
A New York Times Notable Book A San Francisco
Chronicle, San Jose Mercury News, and Los Angeles
Times Best Book of the Year “A gripping and resonant
novel. . . . It immerses the reader in a distant world
with startling immediacy and ardor. . . . Riveting.”
—Michiko Kakutani, The New York Times In 1886 a
shy, middle-aged piano tuner named Edgar Drake
receives an unusual commission from the British War
Office: to travel to the remote jungles of northeast
Burma and there repair a rare piano belonging to an
eccentric army surgeon who has proven mysteriously
indispensable to the imperial design. From this
irresistible beginning, The Piano Tuner launches
readers into a world of seductive, vibrantly rendered
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characters, and enmeshes them in an unbreakable
spell of storytelling.

How Bluegrass Music Destroyed My Life
The blues are the heart and soul of American music.
They form the core of countless other genres and
move listeners across the globe with a sound that can
stir our emotions at their deepest point. Now, Andrew
Lovato, an esteemed musician and educator,
combines in one volume a wealth of information
about the world of the blues and a teaching
methodology that can help any reader feel the music
come to life under his or her fingers. The book covers
the history of the guitar and of the blues, including a
personal appreciation of the great musicians who
have shaped the genre and created such an aweinspiring legacy. Lovato's system of blues guitar
instruction, built on his lifetime of teaching, can bring
musicians of any level to a rewarding and creative
lifelong relationship with the guitar as well as
immersion in its blissful union with the blues.

The Blues Guitar Bible
This is the first edition of the Book: "How To Play Lead
Guitar Over ANY Chord". The book instructs the
reader on how to play Lead Guitar by teaching various
subjects. These subjects include Music Scales, their
related scales (modes) and the chords compatible
with each scale. It also provides a table to explain
Chord Symbol conventions. It explains how to find
notes numerically, for example, b9 and #11 notes. It
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provides a table describing which notes are needed to
construct chords. The Chord diagrams scales are
compatible with are also provided. Discussion of
Polychords is provided. The Book Number ISBN
978-1-7345183-0-6 will be used for the Black and
White version of the book. The objective of this book
is to show how different scales are compatible with
different chords. It attempts to teach in a generic
way, by having the user memorize Scale Patterns
which can be moved across a guitar neck, and
provides sample chords which are compatible with all
scales described in the book.Great care has been
taken to assure that the chords provided are
completely compatible with the scales they are
compatible with. The ability to read sheet music is not
required, but some rudimentary musical knowledge is
needed to get the most out of the book.This is the
Black and White version. The same book, with the
same title but more color has a different ISBN number
and price.

Where the Dark and the Light Folks Meet
A must have tool for all music student, hobbyists as
well as for professionals and teachers, who play
guitar! A completely blank notebook for guitar
tablature is an essential tool for all guitar players,
despite of the level of professionality! Learn guitar
playing easily! With a simple and easy to use a
tableture blank notebook you as a guitarist can write
down your tabs or put to memory something that you
have heard. Useful blank sheets for the music you
want to play later too. Good tablatures should be
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written down to a blank sheet music book, so they
don't get lost! It's a valuable tool for anyone writing
chords from music to paper. This notebook is
professionally bound and made of a quality
manuscript paper. Every page contains a good
amount of space for your dream melodies. This Guitar
Tableture Notebook is tool for teachers and students
for all guitar lesson notes. Blank guitar tabs notebook
for you to compose your music Great tool for
everyone playing guitar, learning it or teaching it A
simple design made in the musicians in mind Evenly
spaced and easy to fill in the cord diagrams Lays flat
for easy handling and reading

The Gospel of the Flying Spaghetti
Monster
From bestselling Landmarks author Robert Macfarlane
and acclaimed artist and author Jackie Morris, a
beautiful collection of poems and illustrations to help
readers rediscover the magic of the natural world.

Coltrane
(Vocal). Backpacking is the third largest sport in
America, and this 6 x 9 spiral-bound book will be in
the back country with the hikers. Contains lyrics and
chord changes for more than 200 songs, from the
best of folk and songs from around the world to songs
of the holidays. Also includes complete guitar and
banjo chord charts for the backpacker and much
more! A must even if you don't go backpacking!
Compiled by Ron Middlebrook.
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Hanging Tree Guitars
Shortlisted for the 2018 Man Booker International
Prize From Booker Prize-winner and literary
phenomenon Han Kang, a lyrical and disquieting
exploration of personal grief, written through the
prism of the color white While on a writer's residency,
a nameless narrator wanders the twin white worlds of
the blank page and snowy Warsaw. THE WHITE BOOK
becomes a meditation on the color white, as well as a
fictional journey inspired by an older sister who died
in her mother's arms, a few hours old. The narrator
grapples with the tragedy that has haunted her
family, an event she colors in stark white--breast milk,
swaddling bands, the baby's rice cake-colored
skin--and, from here, visits all that glows in her
memory: from a white dog to sugar cubes. As the
writer reckons with the enormity of her sister's death,
Han Kang's trademark frank and chilling prose is
softened by retrospection, introspection, and a deep
sense of resilience and love. THE WHITE
BOOK--ultimately a letter from Kang to her
sister--offers powerful philosophy and personal
psychology on the tenacity and fragility of the human
spirit, and our attempts to graft new life from the
ashes of destruction.

Dylan Goes Electric!
This thorough volume solves the problem of sight
reading on the guitar by teaching it through single
line playing.
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Progressive Bass Guitar
Titles are: Good Ride Cowboy * Allison Miranda * Love
Will Always Win * She Don't Care About Me * That Girl
Is a Cowboy * Fishin' in the Dark * For a Minute There
* I'd Rather Have Nothing * Cowgirl's Saddle * Under
the Table * American Dream * I'll Be the Wind * Meet
Me in Love * You Can't Help Who You Love * Please
Operator (Could You Trace This Call) * My Baby No
Esta Aqui * Last Night I Had the Strangest Dream.

Lost Sessions
Chords in Motion
Lost Chords
Noted jazz pianist, composer, recording artist and
educator Andy LaVerne has drawn from his decades
of experience playing with master musicians from
Getz to Lovano to create this comprehensive
compendium of contemporary moving voicings.
Quartal, quintal, drop 2, dominant 7b9/diminished,
triadic, whole tone and chromatic performance
proven voicings pioneered by McCoy Tyner, Chick
Corea, Herbie Hancock, and Andy himself are
presented and fleshed out in all twelve keys. This
book picks up where others leave off, enabling you to
replace static chords with voicings that move
melodically, dramatically, and gracefully over the
entire range of the keyboard. Firmly rooted in
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contemporary jazz theory, the emphasis is on
practical performance applications. Andy ties it all
together with illustrations of comping choruses for
five standard jazz tunes. Chords in Motion satisfies a
long awaited need in actual comping situations, and
shows you how to move chords through varying
harmonic rhythms. FINALLY---a book that gives you
moving voicings, and sets them in motion in all twelve
keys. Chords in Motion is a valuable resource for all
keyboardists, arrangers, and instrumentalists.
Activate, animate, and energize your comping with
this encyclopedic volume. 156 pages, spiral bound for
easy opening.

Bluegrass Picker's Tune Book
One of the music world’s pre-eminent critics takes a
fresh and much-needed look at the day Dylan “went
electric” at the Newport Folk Festival, timed to
coincide with the event’s fiftieth anniversary. On the
evening of July 25, 1965, Bob Dylan took the stage at
Newport Folk Festival, backed by an electric band,
and roared into his new rock hit, Like a Rolling Stone.
The audience of committed folk purists and political
activists who had hailed him as their acoustic prophet
reacted with a mix of shock, booing, and scattered
cheers. It was the shot heard round the
world—Dylan’s declaration of musical independence,
the end of the folk revival, and the birth of rock as the
voice of a generation—and one of the defining
moments in twentieth-century music. In Dylan Goes
Electric!, Elijah Wald explores the cultural, political
and historical context of this seminal event that
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embodies the transformative decade that was the
sixties. Wald delves deep into the folk revival, the rise
of rock, and the tensions between traditional and
groundbreaking music to provide new insights into
Dylan’s artistic evolution, his special affinity to blues,
his complex relationship to the folk establishment and
his sometime mentor Pete Seeger, and the ways he
reshaped popular music forever. Breaking new ground
on a story we think we know, Dylan Goes Electric! is a
thoughtful, sharp appraisal of the controversial event
at Newport and a nuanced, provocative, analysis of
why it matters.

Arnold Jacobs
This antiquarian book contains Alexandre Dumas's
work "Vaninka". It was first published as part of his
eight-volume series "Celebrated Crimes" (1839-40),
and recounts the true story of brutal torture and
execution in the city of St. Petersburg. A thrilling and
authentic retelling of the notorious case, "Vaninka" is
not to be missed by fans of the true-crime genre, and
constitutes a must-have for collectors of Dumas's
work. Alexandre Dumas (1802-1870) was a famous
French writer. He is best remembered for his exciting
romantic sagas, including "The Three Musketeers"
and "The Count of Monte Cristo". Despite making a
great deal of money from his writing, Dumas was
almost perpetually penniless thanks to his lavish
lifestyle. His novels have been translated into nearly a
hundred different languages, and have inspired over
200 motion pictures. Many of the earliest books,
particularly those dating back to the 1900s and
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before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly
expensive. We are republishing this antiquarian book
in an affordable, modern, high-quality edition
complete with a specially commissioned new
biography of the author.

Lost in the Stars
Miles discusses his life and music from playing
trumpet in high school to the new instruments and
sounds from the Caribbean.

Stomping the Blues
This is the definitive biography of Hoagy Carmichael,
who was one of the leading songwriters of the great
age of American popular song, from the 1920s to
1960s. Originally published: New York; London:
Oxford University Press, 2002.

Sight to Sound
Arthur Sullivan is best known as W. S. Gilbert's
collaborator in the Savoy Operas, However, Sullivan
was far from being simply a composer of light
operettas. At the height of his fame and popularity in
late Victorian Britain, Sullivan was regarded as the
nation's leading composer of sacred oratorios on a
par with Mendelssohn and Brahms. Yet despite his
contemporary popularity and enduring legacy, little
attention has been given to Sullivan's sacred work.
The last twenty years have seen a considerable
revival of interest in and critical appreciation for this
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aspect of Sullivan's work. Lost Chords and Christian
Soldiers provides the first detailed, comprehensive,
critical study and review of Sullivan's church and
sacred music. As well as exploring issues of repertoire
and ecclesiology involved in these and other
formative influences and experiences, consideration
will be given to how far Sullivan's own personal beliefs
and faith influenced his settings of sacred texts and
the extent to which his own spiritual and theological
leaning are expressed in his choice of material and
style of setting. Sullivan's motivation in setting
religious texts will be probed and comparison will be
made with the motivation, output and approach of his
closest contemporaries in this field, most notably
Stainer.

In Search of the Lost Chord
The beginnings of jazz and the story of Charles
“Buddy” Bolden (1877–1931) are inextricably
intertwined. Just after the turn of the century, New
Orleanians could often hear Bolden’s powerful horn
from the city’s parks and through dance hall windows.
Despite his lack of formal training, his unique
style—both musical and personal—made him the first
“king” of New Orleans jazz and the inspiration for
such later jazz greats as King Oliver, Kid Ory, and
Louis Armstrong. For years the legend of Buddy
Bolden was overshadowed by myths about his music,
his reckless lifestyle, and his mental instability. In
Search of Buddy Bolden overlays the myths with the
substance of reality. Interviews with those who knew
Bolden and an extensive array of primary sources
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enliven and inform Donald M. Marquis’s absorbing
portrait of the brief but brilliant career of the first man
of jazz. This paperback edition includes a new preface
and appendix relating events and discoveries that
have occurred since the book’s original publication in
1978.

The Piano Tuner
Julia Crowe interviews the world's leading guitarists,
from Les Paul, Carlos Santana, Peter Frampton and
Jimmie Vaughan, Joe Satriani, Melissa Etheridge, to
Lee Ranaldo, George Benson and Jimmy Page. In
interviews that offer an intimate insights into their
beginnings as they recall their first instrument and
share their memories of the inspiration, challenges,
and successes of their early days. "Collecting these
tales has been admittedly addictive because each
story is as unique, compelling and illuminating as the
performer My intent was simple - to ask the artists to
speak for themselves." - Julia Crowe Crossing a vast
array of genres, showing the common experience of
all guitarists, Julia Crowe offers intimate and deeply
human insights into a musician's beginnings as her
interviewees recall their first instrument and share
their memories of the inspiration, challenges, and
successes of those early days.

Vaninka (Celebrated Crimes Series)
Arthur Sullivan is best known as W. S. Gilbert's
collaborator in the Savoy Operas, However, Sullivan
was far from being simply a composer of light
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operettas. At the height of his fame and popularity in
late Victorian Britain, Sullivan was regarded as the
nation's leading composer of sacred oratorios on a
par with Mendelssohn and Brahms. Yet despite his
contemporary popularity and enduring legacy, little
attention has been given to Sullivan's sacred work.
The last twenty years have seen a considerable
revival of interest in and critical appreciation for this
aspect of Sullivan's work. Lost Chords and Christian
Soldiers provides the first detailed, comprehensive,
critical study and review of Sullivan's church and
sacred music. As well as exploring issues of repertoire
and ecclesiology involved in these and other
formative influences and experiences, consideration
will be given to how far Sullivan's own personal beliefs
and faith influenced his settings of sacred texts and
the extent to which his own spiritual and theological
leaning are expressed in his choice of material and
style of setting. Sullivan's motivation in setting
religious texts will be probed and comparison will be
made with the motivation, output and approach of his
closest contemporaries in this field, most notably
Stainer.

The Lost Words
A comprehensive, lesson by lesson method covering
all aspects of playing bass guitar in a group; with
special emphasis on riffs, scales and arpeggios,
techniques, music reading and theory as it relates to
the bass guitar. You do not need to read music to use
this book. Contains 48 Lessons. Also including a CD &
DVD matching the lessons and exercises in the book.
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How to Play Lead Guitar Over ANY Chord
This electrifying book covers all the requirements for
musicians who would like to play music by ear.

Guitar Tab Notebook: My Guitar
Tablature Book - Blank Music Journal for
Guitar Music Notes - More Than 140
Pages
CAN I GET A “RAMEN” FROM THE CONGREGATION?!
Behold the Church of the Flying Spaghetti Monster
(FSM), today’s fastest growing carbohydrate-based
religion. According to church founder Bobby
Henderson, the universe and all life within it were
created by a mystical and divine being: the Flying
Spaghetti Monster. What drives the FSM’s devout
followers, a.k.a. Pastafarians? Some say it’s the
assuring touch from the FSM’s “noodly appendage.”
Then there are those who love the worship service,
which is conducted in pirate talk and attended by
congregants in dashing buccaneer garb. Still others
are drawn to the Church’s flimsy moral standards,
religious holidays every Friday, or the fact that
Pastafarian heaven is way cooler: Does your heaven
have a Stripper Factory and a Beer Volcano?
Intelligent Design has finally met its match–and it has
nothing to do with apes or the Olive Garden of Eden.
Within these pages, Bobby Henderson outlines the
true facts– dispelling such malicious myths as
evolution (“only a theory”), science (“only a lot of
theories”), and whether we’re really descended from
apes (fact: Humans share 95 percent of their DNA
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with chimpanzees, but they share 99.9 percent with
pirates!) See what impressively credentialed top
scientists have to say: “If Intelligent Design is taught
in schools, equal time should be given to the FSM
theory and the non-FSM theory.” –Professor Douglas
Shaw, Ph.D. “Do not be hypocritical. Allow equal time
for other alternative ‘theories’ like FSMism, which is
by far the tastier choice.” –J. Simon, Ph.D. “In my
scientific opinion, when comparing the two theories,
FSM theory seems to be more valid than classic ID
theory.” –Afshin Beheshti, Ph.D. Read the book and
decide for yourself! From the Trade Paperback
edition.

Garage Band Theory
Dealing with the death of her brother, teenager
Scarlett Stiles joins a rock band and falls hard for the
band’s lead singer and local “bad boy.”

All the Wrong Chords
A local gang persuades virtuoso pianist Luke, who is
troubled by his father's death two years before, to
burgle the house of a rich widow--an act that draws
him into a life-changing mystery.

Disney's Lost Chords
In this classic work of American music writing,
renowned critic Albert Murray argues beautifully and
authoritatively that “the blues as such are
synonymous with low spirits. Not only is its express
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purpose to make people feel good, which is to say in
high spirits, but in the process of doing so it is
actually expected to generate a disposition that is
both elegantly playful and heroic in its nonchalance.”
In Stomping the Blues Murray explores its history,
influences, development, and meaning as only he
can. More than two hundred vintage photographs
capture the ambiance Murray evokes in lyrical prose.
Only the sounds are missing from this lyrical, sensual
tribute to the blues.

Miles
The Bluegrass Picker's Tune Book is a must for all
bluegrass pickers! Included are the melody line and
chords to over two hundred favorite gospel and
bluegrass songs. Detailed information about the origin
and performers is given for each song as well as the
history and development of the bluegrass genre. the
lyrics are large and easy to read during a
performance.

Cataract City
(Bass Recorded Versions). A must-have for any bass
player! This outstanding 200-song collection features
note-for-note bass transcriptions with tab, straight
from the original recordings. All styles of music are
represented in this massive compilation. Includes: All
Apologies * All Shook Up * Another One Bites the Dust
* Are You Gonna Go My Way * Baby Love * Bad
Medicine * Badge * Barracuda * Beast of Burden *
Blue on Black * Blue Suede Shoes * Blueberry Hill *
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Brass in Pocket * Bulls on Parade * Carry on Wayward
Son * Cherry Pie * Come Out and Play * Come to My
Window * Come Together * Couldn't Stand the
Weather * Detroit Rock City * Eight Days a Week * Fly
Away * Free Ride * Get Ready * Great Balls of Fire *
Hard to Handle * Hey Joe * Hey Man Nice Shot *
Higher Ground * I Can See for Miles * I Fought the Law
* The Impression That I Get * Into the Great Wide
Open * Iris * Iron Man * Jessica * Learn to Fly * Maggie
May * Maria Maria * Money * My Girl * Oye Como Va *
Paperback Writer * Paranoid * Pride and Joy * Riding
with the King * Semi-Charmed Life * Sultans of Swing
* Under Pressure * Walk of Life * Would? * Wonderwall
* and many more!

Bass Tab White Pages (Songbook)
A career in music is a calling with such a strong pull;
you'd think a tide was sucking you under. It becomes
an intense obsession of such great intensity that you
can almost think of nothing else, it drives you with a
fever and fervor. In the early 70s, an idealistic young
man Brian Torff arrived in New York to pursue his
passion for music. During an excursion to Long Island,
Brian found his dream instrument: a 1775 re-built
Nicola Galliano bass. Such was the beginning of a
career that led Torff from Café Carlyle to Carnegie
Hall, Lincoln Center, the Kennedy Center, and the
White House. He has toured worldwide with the
greatest: from Frank Sinatra, Mel Torme, George
Shearing, and Erroll Garner to Stephane Grappelli,
Benny Goodman, Mary Lou Williams, and Marian
McPartland. As Brian notes, bass players do a lot of
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observing from the back of the bandstand. It is this
supportive role that qualifies Torff to share his insight
into jazz music, and its many personalities. Torff takes
us beyond the music by adding depth with his vision
of American music, and paints vivid portraits of the
musicians with whom he played. Torff's memoir is one
of creativity, and determination mixed with timing,
and plain good luck. His sharp narrative not only
brings the legends of jazz to life, but reading about
them here will certainly motivate you to add some
music to your collection.

Lost Chords and Christian Soldiers
Too many jazz fans and critics--and even some jazz
musicians--still contend that white players have
contributed little of substance to the music; that even,
with every white musician removed from the canon,
the history and nature of jazz would remain
unchanged. Now, with Lost Chords, musician-historian
Richard M. Sudhalter challenges this narrow view,
with a book that pays definitive tribute to a
generation of white jazz players, many unjustly
forgotten--while never scanting the role of the great
black pioneers. Greeted enthusiastically by the jazz
community upon its original publication, this
monumental volume offers an exhaustively
documented, vividly narrated history of white jazz
contribution in the vital years 1915 to 1945.
Beginning in New Orleans, Sudhalter takes the reader
on a fascinating multicultural odyssey through the hot
jazz gestation centers of Chicago and New York,
Indiana and Texas, examining such bands such as the
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New Orleans Rhythm Kings, the Original Memphis
Five, and the Casa Loma Orchestra. Readers will find
luminous accounts of many key soloists, including Bix
Beiderbecke, Benny Goodman, Jack Teagarden, Red
Norvo, Bud Freeman, the Dorsey Brothers, Bunny
Berigan, Pee Wee Russell, and Artie Shaw, among
others. Sudhalter reinforces the reputations of these
and many other major jazzmen, pleading their cases
persuasively and eloquently, without ever descending
to polemic. Along the way, he gives due credit to
Louis Armstrong, Lester Young, Duke Ellington,
Coleman Hawkins, and countless other major black
figures. Already hailed as a basic reference book on
the subject--and now incorporating information that
has come to light since its first publication--Lost
Chords is a ground-breaking book that should
significantly alter perceptions about jazz and its
players, reminding readers of this great music's
multicultural origins.

Stardust Melody
John Fahey is feared and revered around the world as
a guitar player and composer. His inventions for
acoustic and electric strings are the stuff of legend.
Known for his finger-picking finesse, Fahey's pen has
the same world-gobbling ferocity as his guitar.
Fahey's collection of short stories defy classification part memoir, part personal essay, part fiction, part
manifesto. It is a collection that makes an explosive
selection of his work available for public consumption.
What else is there to say, except 'Grab your ankles,
dear readers. It's kingdom time!'
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The White Book
To meet Freeman Vines is to meet America itself. An
artist, a luthier and a spiritual philosopher, Vines' life
is a roadmap of the truths and contradictions of the
American South. He remembers the hidden histories
of the eastern North Carolina land on which his family
has lived since enslavement. For over 50 years Vines
has transformed materials culled from a forgotten
landscape in his relentless pursuit of building a guitar
capable of producing a singular tone that has haunted
his dreams. From tobacco barns, mule troughs, and
radio parts he has created hand-carved guitars, each
instrument seasoned down to the grain by the echoes
of its past life. In 2015 Vines befriends photographer
Timothy Duffy and the two begin to document the
guitars, setting off a mutual outpouring of the
creative spirit. But when Vines acquires a mysterious
stack of wood from the site of a lynching, Vines and
Duffy find themselves each grappling with the
spiritual unrest and the psychic toll of racial violence
living in the very grain of America.

Lost Chords and Christian Soldiers
Arnold Jacobs: Song and Wind is written by Mr. Jacobs'
assistant, Brian Frederiksen, and edited by John
Taylor. Material comes from masterclasses, private
interviews, previously published writings and
contributions from his students and colleagues.

Mr. P. C.
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(Guitar Collection). John Prine has been a pillar of
American folk music for close to 50 years. His
storytelling song style is loved by millions for its
honest charm, insight and wit. This collection of 15
transcriptions features some of the best songs of his
career, transcribed note-for-note in standard notation
and tab. Now you can learn the licks, chords and
lyrics just the way Prine plays and sings them! Songs
include: Angels from Montgomery * Illegal Smile * In
Spite of Ourselves * Paradise * Sam Stone * and more.

Freud's Lost Chord
Winner of the 2013 Association for Recorded Sound
Collections Award for Excellence in Historical
Recorded Sound Research in Jazz During his 13 year
career between 1955 and 1968, Paul Chambers was
one of the leading double bass players in jazz,
performing with a wide variety of artists and a range
of the music's sub-genres and recording over 300
albums for labels such as Blue Note, Riverside,
Mercury and Columbia Records. Chambers performed
alongside some of the greatest names in jazz
including Miles Davis, John Coltrane, Cannonball
Adderley, Sonny Rollins, Wes Montgomery, Joe
Henderson, Bill Evans, Wayne Shorter, Herbie
Hancock, Hank Mobley, Lee Morgan, Gil Evans and
Freddie Hubbard. Although he recorded half a dozen
LPs under his own name, including his own
compositions, he is probably best remembered for his
contribution to the greatest jazz recording of all time;
Miles Davis' Kind Of Blue where his bass notes are
legendary. Mr P. C. tells the story of this quiet giant of
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jazz; his birth in Pittsburgh, youth in Detroit, his early
rise to jazz celebrity, his time at the top, his struggle
against alcoholism and heroin addiction and the
circumstances surrounding his tragic death of
tuberculosis, aged 33, in 1969. Using material from
other literary sources and interviews with family
members, friends and colleagues in the jazz
fraternity, this book tells in full for the first time this
influential musician's story. The book includes a
comprehensive discography detailing all of his
recordings both as a sideman and bandleader.

Backpackers Songbook
Where the Dark and the Light Folks Meet tackles a
controversial question: Is jazz the product of an
insulated African-American environment, shut off from
the rest of society by strictures of segregation and
discrimination, or is it more properly understood as
the juncture of a wide variety of influences under the
broader umbrella of American culture? This book does
not question that jazz was created and largely driven
by African Americans, but rather posits that black
culture has been more open to outside influences
than most commentators are likely to admit. The
majority of jazz writers, past and present, have
embraced an exclusionary viewpoint. Where the Dark
and the Light Folks Meet begins by looking at many of
these writers, from the birth of jazz history up to the
present day, to see how and why their views have
strayed from the historical record. This book
challenges many widely held beliefs regarding the
history and nature of jazz in an attempt to free jazz of
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the socio-political baggage that has so encumbered it.
The result is a truer appreciation of the music and a
greater understanding of the positive influence racial
interaction and jazz music have had on each other.

My First Guitar
‘Danny Goldberg is probably one of the purest, most
reasonable guides you could ask for to 1967.’ ExRolling Stones manager Andrew Loog Oldham.
‘Weaves together rollicking, rousing, wonderfully
colourful and disparate narratives to remind us how
the energies and aspirations of the counterculture
were intertwined with protest and reform
mesmerising.’ The Nation It was the year that saw the
release of the Beatles’ Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts
Club Band, and of debut albums from the Doors, the
Grateful Dead, Jimi Hendrix and Janis Joplin. The year
of the Summer of Love and LSD; the Monterey Pop
Festival and Black Power; Muhammad Ali’s conviction
for draft avoidance and Martin Luther King Jr’s public
opposition to war in Vietnam. On its 50th anniversary,
music business veteran Danny Goldberg analyses
1967, looking not only at the political influences, but
also the spiritual, musical and psychedelic
movements that defined the era, providing a unique
perspective on how and why its legacy lives on today.
Exhaustively researched and informed by interviews
including Allen Ginsberg, Timothy Leary and Gil ScottHeron, In Search of the Lost Chord is the synthesis of
a fascinating and complicated period in our social and
countercultural history that was about so much more
than sex, drugs and rock n roll.
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